Two-stage model of visual pattern discrimination learning in macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta and Macaca fuscata).
To investigate the nature underlying the process of pattern discrimination learning, a series of seven experiments on seven working assumptions were undertaken. The main findings are as follows. The pattern discrimination learning consists of two time-dependent stages: The initial or first learning stage is the period of performance at chance, and the succeeding or second stage is the period of performance from just above the chance to a criterion level. The duration of the first stage is dependent on the degrees of cue-response separations, whereas that of the second stage is independent of. During the first stage, monkeys do not attend to the discriminative cue even at small cue-response separations, whereas during the second stage, they achieve pattern discrimination, or pattern perception and cognition, regardless of cue-response separations. After having learned the first pattern task with a cue-response separation, they learned new pattern tasks by means of the second stage, showing marked saving of the duration of the first stage. The findings in the present studies indicate that the first stage of learning is predominantly involved in the process of attending to the discriminative cues remote from the response site (a selective attention to the cue), whereas the second stage is concerned with the process of perception and cognition of the discriminative cue.